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Cabled Wilson loops in BF theories 
Albert0 S. Cattaneo*) 
Lyman Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 
(Received 8 February 1996; accepted for publication 29 April 1996) 
A generating function for cabled Wilson loops in three-dimensional BF theories is 
defined, and a careful study of its behavior for vanishing cosmological constant is 
performed. This allows an exhaustive description of the unframed knot invariants 
coming from the pure BF theory based on SU(2), and, in particular, it proves a 
conjecture relating them to the Alexander-Conway polynomial. 0 1996 Ameri- 
can Institute of Physics. [SOO22-2488(96)00308-81 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ref. 1, a relation was conjectured between the Alexander-Conway polynomial and the 
v.e.v. (vacuum expectation value) of a newly proposed observable for the TQFT (topological 
quantumjeld theory) known as BF theory2 (or as “pure” BF theory, to distinguish it from its 
generalization “with a cosmological term”). The main purpose of this paper is to clarify that 
conjecture and to prove it in the case of SU(2), although in a slightly different form. To do so, 
however, we also perform a careful study of BF theories, both pure and with a cosmological term, 
introducing new observables that describe cabled Wilson loops. 
The BF theories are interesting from both the mathematical and the physical points of view: 
They are TQFTs that, in principle, can be defined in any dimension (see Ref. 3 and references 
therein). They describe quantum gravity in three dimensions4 and could be useful for the study of 
four-dimensional quantum gravity in the approach of Ref. 5. Moreover, they are related to Yang- 
Mills theories in the weak-coupling limit, where they could be used to describe a “topological 
phase’ ‘6 (see also Ref. 7 for a related approach). Finally, hitherto only in the Abelian case, they 
have been used to study many-body systems.8 
On the other side, the interest for the Alexander-Conway polynomial comes from the fact that 
it has always played a different role than the other knot invariants, being the only one that, 
hitherto, has been described by the methods of the traditional algebraic topology; yet it lacked a 
TQFT description (and Ref. 1 was an attempt to fill this gap). 
Indeed, the Chern-Simons theory describes the knot invariants related to the q-deformation of 
a classical group G in terms of v.e.v.s of Wilson loops (i.e., traces of G-holonomies along the 
knots);’ yet the q= 1 case, i.e., the Alexander-Conway polynomial, does not correspond to any 
acceptable value of the Chem-Simons coupling constant k. 
In the case of SU(2), an important improvement was given by the Melvin-Morton 
conjecturer0 (proved in Ref. 1 l), which states that the inverse of the Alexander-Conway polyno- 
mial appears in the 4 - 1 expansion of the colored Jones function. Rozansky12 was then able to 
prove the same result in the framework of the Chern-Simons’theory; more precisely, he showed 
that the inverse of the Alexander-Conway polynomial is recovered by a saddle-point computation 
in the limit k-w. 
In Ref. 3, an equivalence between the v.e.v.s of the Chern-Simons theory and of the BF 
theory with cosmological constant K= l/( 2k) was shown. The k--+w limit (i.e., the 4 = 1 case) is 
then simply described by removing the cosmological term, thus obtaining the pure BF theory. 
In this paper we show that the trace in the fundamental representation of the pure-BF-theory 
observable (31), first introduced in Ref. 1, is related to the ~-0 limit of a newly proposed 
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observable, (22), for the BF theory with a cosmological term. In the framework of the Chern- 
Simons theory, this observable corresponds to the “exponential” of a holonomy; so its trace is the 
generating function for cabled Wilson loops, and the v.e.v. of this trace is the generating function 
for cabled knot invariants (as suggested by the results of Ref. 13). 
Since the colored Jones functions are related to the cabled knot invariants, we are able to 
connect the y - 1 expansion of the former to the pure-BF-theory knot invariant. By the Melvin- 
Morton conjecture, we conclude that the latter is related to the Alexander-Conway polynomial, 
the precise relation being (49). Our proof, however, can also go the other way; i.e., should one 
directly prove a relation between the pure BF theory and the Alexander-Conway polynomial, then 
we would have a further proof of the Melvin-Morton conjecture. 
Our results are not limited to the trace in the fundamental representation of a particular 
observable for pure BF theory. In fact, we are able to prove that, in the standard framing, this 
observable is the most general one can consider (see Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). Moreover, we 
show how to compute the higher-representation knot invariants [see (34) and (35)], and also 
evaluate the limit as the dimension of the representation goes to infinity [see (37) and (40)]. Thus, 
we have a complete description of the unframed knot invariants coming from the pure BF theory 
based on SU(2) (see Theorem 2). The case of links has not been considered yet. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe the colored Jones functions and 
introduce their generating function. In Sec. III, we recall the property of the BF theory with a 
cosmological term and define a generating function for cabled Wilson loops. In Sec. IV, we 
discuss the pure BF theory and prove Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. In Sec. V, we consider the limit 
for vanishing cosmological constant and prove Theorem 2. We conclude our work in Sec. VI, 
comparing our present results with those obtained perturbatively in Ref. 1. For the sake of clarity, 
we have put all the cumbersome computations into some appendices, to which we shall refer in the 
text. 
II. THE COLORED JONES FUNCTION 
The colored Jones function, J,(C;h), is defined in Ref. 10 as the invariant of the knot C 
obtained using the irreducible SU(2),-module (q = eh) of dimension d. The main properties of its 
expansion as a rational power series (here and in the following, the notation of Ref. 11 is used), 
Ji(c:ii)c,n$o ?.Oh”‘=dj~~o bjm(C)(d- l)jh”, (1) 
were stated in Ref. 10: 
(i) The functions &(C;d) are odd in d. This means that (the analytic continuation of) 
Jd( C;h) itself is odd: 
J-J C;h) = -Jd( WI). (2) 
[This of course implies that the coefficients bj, in (1) are not completely independent.] 
(ii) These functions are actually polynomials of degree not exceeding 2m + 1. 
(iii) In the hypothesis that the standard framing for C is chosen, the degree of zti cannot 
exceed 2m - 1. 
In the same hypothesis of standard framing, two conjectures were also stated in Ref. 10: 
(i) The degree of &n cannot actually exceed m+ 1, or in other words, b.. in (1) is an upper 
triangular matrix, 
bj,(C)=O, if j>m. (3) 
(ii) The diagonal elements of b.. are related to the Alexander-Conway polynomial; viz., if one 
defines the Melvin-Morton function as 
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JJ(C;fi)=mio b,,(C)fim= 
J,(W) 
lim ~ 
d--,h-O,dh=ii d 
[the limit existing because of (3)], then 
2 
hJJ(Ch)= Acc;zl 7 Z=eh12-e-fin, 
(4) 
where A( C;z) is the Alexander-Conway polynomial with the normalization A(O;z)= 1, where 0 
is the unknot, and skein relation 
A(C+ ;z)-A(C- ;z)=zA(Co;z). 
These two conjectures have been given a functional-integral proof by Rozansky.12 In particu- 
lar he proved that the Melvin-Morton function, (4), is related to the large-k limit of the Chern- 
Simons theory, so it can be computed in saddle-point approximation. 
Eventually, Bar-Natan and Garoufalidis” gave a mathematical proof of (3) and (5) on the 
level of weight systems. 
A. The generating function for colored Jones functions 
In the following sections, the generating function 
(6) 
with x EC, will be needed; so it is useful to anticipate here some of its properties. These are better 
clarified if one introduces fldefined by 
f(C;x,h)=xexj@;x,h). 
In fact, the expansion of Fas a rational power series, 
(7) 
shares the same properties as the expansion (1) of Jd( C;h) (viz., see Appendix B). One can prove 
that 
b.. upper triangular@K .upper triangular. (9) 
Thus, (3) implies that E. is actually an upper triangular matrix, 
Fjm(C)=O, if j>WZ, (10) 
and that Fhas a well-defined limit for 1x1 +m, h-+0, and xh=h kept fixed. In Appendix B, it is 
shown that 
lim f(C;x,h) = JJ( C;h), 
Ixl+m,h--tO.rh=fi 
(11) 
and that, in general, for any n>O, 
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,,,_m,~~oJh;,ix -$C;i,h)=( h $I’JJ(c;“h 
3687 
(12) 
III. THE BF THEORY WITH A COSMOLOGICAL TERM 
From the field-theoretical point of view, the colored Jones function is defined as the knot 
invariant obtained from the v.e.v. of a suitable observable, the Wilson loop, in the Chern-Simons 
theory’ (actually, the general case of a compact simple Lie group is discussed there). 
For the aims of this paper, however, it is more convenient to consider the formulation given 
in terms of the BF theory with a cosmological term, which is equivalent3.t4 to the previous one. 
We will consider here only the case of a single knot C imbedded in S3 and study its invariants 
associated to the group SU(2); viz., we consider the SU(2)-principal bundle P-+S3, and define the 
action 
%h)= k 
K2 
BAF-I- 3 BABAB 
where F is the curvature two-form of the connection A, B is a form in R’(S3,ad P), and the 
parameter K is called the cosmological constant (this name comes from the quantum-gravity 
interpretation of ( 13)4). 
Then, given a knot C and a base point x0 E C, we consider the observable 
(14) 
where K is the same cosmological constant as in (13), Ho&(A + KB;C) denotes the holonomy of 
the connection A + KB along the knot C with base point x0, and the ~j are functionals of A and B 
obtained by Taylor expanding the previous holonomy. 
Notice that the holonomy of a connection A along a curve C, open or closed, can be written 
as 
Hol(A;C)= P exp 
where P denotes path ordering. Thus, by (14) and (15), the r; turn out to be3,14 iterated Chen 
integrals of the form 
Yn(C,xo): = 
P 
~-~~~HoI,~(A;C), 
cxo)n (16) 
where the iterated integral Stw t * * * 02*. * o, of n one-forms {Oi}i= I,,,,,n is given by the formula 
s a<x,<...<xn<bw(xI) A w2(x2) A . * * A w,(x,). The su(2)-valued one-form h is defined as 
(17) 
with the holonomies computed along the portions of the knot C going from the base point x0 to the 
running points X. 
The observable r in (14) is invariant under a gauge transformation of the connection A - KB, 
while, under the gauge transformation 
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A+/&+g(A+KB)g-‘fgdg-‘, (18) 
one has 
rtC,X,;K)~g(xo)rtC,Xo;K)gtXo)-l. (19) 
Thus, taking the trace of I? gives a gauge invariant observable that is, moreover, independent of 
x0. The knot invariant given by the v.e.v. of this observable, wrt the (normalized) Gibbs weight 
exp[iSn,(lc)], can be recognized by exploiting the relation with the Chem-Simons theory,” viz., 
(20) 
where Tr, is the trace in the irreducible representation of spin s. In this framework, (2) is an 
immediate consequence of (A8). 
Notice, eventually, that the observable I can be decomposed into its even (r,) and odd (Krl) 
paw 
(21) 
and that both of them are good observables for the BF theory with a cosmological termI 
A. The BF-theory generating function 
The behavior (19) of the observable l? under a gauge transformation of the connection A + KB 
shows that all of the traces of powers of I are gauge invariant; so we can consider the knot 
invariants given by their v.e.v.s, or as will be clear in Sec. V, their generating function, 
= n 
W’;+h)=n~o ~Tr,,2rtC,xo;K)“)aF.x=(Tr,,2 exP[xr(C,xo;K)])BF,K, 
h=brrilc, (22) 
with x 4. We consider only the fundamental representation here, for the discussion in Appendix 
A shows that considering any other representation does not give further content of information. 
Notice that the rightmost term in (22) is only formal since no addition is defined in the group. 
However, this notation usefully reminds us that E has the formal properties of an exponential. 
Notice that, since I’ is a holonomy, one has 
where by nC we denote the nth cabling of the knot C; thus, E( C;x,h) is the generating function 
for cabled knot irwariants. In the framework of the Chem-Simons theory, r is replaced by the 
holonomy of the connection A; thus, E can also be seen as the v.e.v. of the generating function for 
cabled Wilson loops. 
By using the formulas in Appendix A, one can show that there is a simple relation with the 
generating function for colored Jones functions defined in (6). Actually by (A6), one can express 
Tri121Y in terms of the traces of r in the representations of spin n/2 and n/2- 1. By (20), it then 
follows that 
E(C;~,h)=~$o ; [J,+I(C;h)-J,-,(C;h)], 
where, according to (A8), J, = 1, J,=O, J- ,= - 1. 
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By (6) and (24), and also noting that E( C;O,h) =2 and JJ( C;O,h) = J1( C;h) = 1, one obtains 
E(C;x,h)= 1 +&f(C;x,h)- /;ds$f(C;&h). 
IV. THE PURE BF THEORY 
The BF theory has the nice property that its limit for vanishing cosmological constant (cor- 
responding to the k+w limit in the Chern-Simons theory) is still represented by a TQFT known 
as pure BF theory, 2*15 whose action reads 
1 
SBF= G (26) 
It is immediately seen that SnF is invariant under gauge transformations 
A+gAg-‘+gdg-‘, B+gBg-‘, (27) 
as well as under B-transformations 
A-tA, B+B+d,@ (28) 
Here g is a map from S3 to the group, while Cc, is a form in R”(S3,ad P). The action (26) is 
invariant under (28) owing to the Bianchi identity. 
The good observables for the pure BF theory are of course obtained by r,( C,xo ; K) and 
r,(c,xo7 . K), defined in (21), in the limit K+O, and are simply given by yo( C,xo) and n( C,xo) in 
(16); viz., 
(29) 
YltcJo) = P x E (CJ,) H~l;~B(n)Hol;. 
Under (27) and (28), they transform as 
ritC,xo)--tg(xo)YitC~xo)gtxo)-‘~ i=O,l, (30) 
provided we fix +(x0)=0, which can always be done.’ 
Thus, we are led to consider the v.e.v.s of Trd ‘y. and Tr, yt . They, however, are rather trivial, 
for they correspond, respectively, to Jd( C;O) = d and (d/dh)Jd( C;O) =O. 
From a field-theoretical point of view, the reason of this triviality is the following: In pertur- 
bative BF theory (on S3), nonvanishing v.e.v.s contain a number nA of fields A not exceeding the 
number nB of fields B.’ Therefore, after expanding the holonomies in (29) in powers of A, one 
sees that only the zeroth-order term Tqd _ i j,2 Z=d (where I is the group identity) survives in the 
v.e.v. of Tr(d-1j12yO; while, in the v.e.v. of Tr(,-,),,yi, only the first-order term does [the zeroth- 
order term vanishing because it is the trace of an element of su(2)]. However, the latter v.e.v. (of 
the form ($CA$CB)BF,O) gives the self-linking number of the knot C that, by the hypothesis of 
standard framing, is zero. (If one uses a more general framing, the self-linking number is the only 
information one gets from these v.e.v.s.) 
This is the reason why in Ref. 1 one looked for composite observables that contain a higher 
number nB of fields B, and are invariant under (27) and (28). In particular, the generating function 
of the v.e.v.s of Tr,,- ,j/2( yi)” was taken into account, 
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wd(c:A):=nio s (Tr(,-l)nY1(C1XO)n)BF,O=(Tr(d-,),2exp[Xy,(C,XO)I)BF,O, (31) 
with X E C. Again, as in (22), the rightmost term is only formal. 
In Sec. V, we shall need (3 1) to study the limit K-O in (22), to which (31) is apparently 
related. However, there is a second, perhaps more natural, generating function to be considered, 
viz., 
(32) 
where 
P(C,xo): = Yl(C,XO ). ~&zxo)-‘= !I iESU(2). (33) CJO 
Notice that the exponential in (32) is not formal, but it actually represents the exponential map 
from the algebra to the group. 
The generating function w is particularly useful because it allows us to understand the mean- 
ing of the knot invariants related to higher-dimensional representations; indeed, by using (A7), one 
can easily prove that 
k 
(34) 
k 
%k+,(c;A)= 1 +[zl f’,(c;2h). (35) 
Then, a formal resummation of the geometric sums appearing in (34) and (35) gives 
Trln 
exp[td+ l)WC,qJl- 1 
exp[2Xp( C,xo)] - 1 
if d is even, 
!#&A)= BF,O (36) 
TrlR 
exp[(d+ l>MC,xo)l- 1 
exp[ 2X/?( C,xo)] - 1 
+ 1 if d is odd. 
BF.0 
These formulas show that the limit 
rn(C;p):= lim % tC;A) 
d+m.A-O,dX=/.t d 
is well defined, and that 
(37) 
exp[d(C,x0)1- 1 
2N3(CJo) BF.0 
=io 2cnilj! (Tr112[~UP(C,XO)ln)BF,0. 
(38) 
Thus, by (32) and (38), we obtain 
w,(C;A)=Z; [Ai%(C;A)], (39) 
or equivalently, 
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wT@( C;p) = ; j-;‘2dx ti,( C;2x). 
Notice that (34) and (35) are actually discretizations of the Riemann integral in (40) with x= LA. 
A more rigorous proof of the above results can be obtained by expanding w2 in powers of A 
and using (34) and (35) to get the corresponding expansion of ti;, . Then one can use the asymp- 
totic formula 
k-+m k n+1 
I=1 -37 
to get the rightmost term in (38). 
So far we have considered two different generating functions, viz., (31) and (32): in general, 
however, there are even more choices. Indeed, because of (30), a product of powers of y. and yI 
(in any order) is still an observable whose trace is invariant under (27) and (28). 
To get rid of this arbitrariness in the definition of the generating function, we need the 
following. 
Theorem 1: In pure BF theory, the knot invariant obtained by the v.e.v. of the trace of a 
function of ‘yu( C,xo) and yt( C,xo) is equal to the knot invariant obtained by replacing yoyo( C,xo) 
with the identity of the group, provided the standard framing is chosen. 
In Ref. 14, a proof of the theorem based on an explicit study of the Feynman integrals 
appearing in the evaluations of the v.e.v.s was given. Here, however, we give a simpler argument, 
based on the formal properties of the pure BF theory. 
First of all we recall that, in the explicit evaluation of the v.e.v.s in BF theory, the choice of 
framing is done by evaluating all the holonomies in (29) on a companion knot C’ obtained by C 
in terms of a “small,” nonvanishing normal displacement.* Notice that the self-linking number of 
C is then, by definition, the linking number of C and C’. 
The proof of the theorem, then, essentially relies on the fact that, if this linking number 
vanishes (standard framing), one can deform C’ in y. in such a way that it can be completely 
unlinked from C and, as such, shrunk to a point; so its holonomy, ‘yo, becomes the identity. 
This is possible since a knot C’ appearing in ‘y. (not necessarily a framing for C) “does not 
see itself.” In fact, a small deformation of the knot C’ at a certain point x amounts to introducing 
curvature terms in x (remember that y. is a holonomy). However, in pure BF theory, the curvature 
vanishes everywhere but on the knot C, along which yt is evaluated. (We refer to Ref. 1 for the 
proof that, in an observable, A acts as a source for d,B, while B acts as a source for the curvature 
F.) Therefore, C’ can be deformed freely as far as this deformation does not intersect C; self- 
intersections of C’ are allowed, however. 
When such a self-intersection occurs, one can split C’ into two closed curves C; and C; ; 
correspondingly, the holonomy yo(C’) can be written as ‘yo( Cl) + yo( CJ), 
To prove the theorem, one just has to repeat this procedure until C’ is replaced by a collection 
of circles C; , all of which surround one single strand of C. Then one moves the C;s along C, and 
cuts and splices them together again to form a circle C”. 
Since all these deformations do not affect the linking between C and C’, the linking number 
of C and C” is the same as the linking number of C and C’. If this linking number vanishes 
(standard framing), then the circle C” and the knot C are unlinked, and C” can be shrunk to a 
point. This concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we have the following. 
Corollary I: Wd(C;A) is the most general v.e.v. one can consider in pure BF theory if the 
standard framing is chosen. 
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Moreover, we can freely switch from Wd in (31) and @d in (32). Thus, by (34) and (35), the 
higher-representation knot invariants Wd can be related to the fundamental-representation knot 
invariant W2; besides, the limit 
WW(C;p):= lim 
W,tC;A) 
d-+m,A-+O,dA=p d ’ 
(41) 
is well defined and, by (39), 
d 
W,(C;A)=2x [AWW(C;X)]. (42) 
We conclude this section with an important remark. Pure BF theory is known to be exact in 
saddle-point approximation16 as far as the partition function is concerned. This result is a simple 
consequence of the fact that one can arbitrarily change the “Planck constant” in front of the 
action by simply resealing the field B. Since the partition function (or the v.e.v. of an observable 
not containing B) is not affected by this resealing, one can send the Planck constant to zero. 
This, of course, cannot be done when one computes the v.e.v. of an observable containing B, 
as in (31) or (32). In this case one sees that the parameter A actually plays the role of the Planck 
constant, and, of course, Wd is not independent of A. 
Notice, however, that WW corresponds to the limit A-+0, so it should be possible to compute 
it by using the saddle-point approximation. Then, by (42), it is possible to recover W,and hence, 
by (34) and (35), all the Wd’s-from WW. 
Thus, even if pure BF theory with B-dependent observables is not exact in saddle-point 
approximation, the saddle-point approximation turns out to be all that one needs. 
V. TURNING OFF THE COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT 
In this section we want to show that, in the limit of vanishing cosmological constant, the 
BF-theory generating function (22) is related to both the pure-BF-theory generating function (31) 
and the Melvin-Morton function (4). 
To establish the former relation, we first observe that, in order for the significant observable ‘yi 
to survive in the limit K-+O, we have to send 1x1 +m at the same time with the prescription that 
XK=A be finite. If we work with the standard framing, by Theorem 1 the observable y. can be 
replaced by the identity of the group; so (22) diverges as eX; thus, we are led to consider 
E(C;x,h):=e-‘E(C;x,h). 
By using the exponential representation of (22), we can write 
(43) 
and get 
lim ,!?(C;x,h)= W2(C;A), fi=4niA. (44) 
Ixl-+QP-+Osh=fi 
In Appendix C, we give a more careful proof of (44). 
Notice that the limit in (9) holds irrespectively of how x is sent to infinity in the complex 
plane. Therefore, if one sees E_as a meromorphic function of x and fL, this implies that the regular 
part in x of E vanishes. Thus, E, now rewritten in terms of x and h, does not contain more powers 
of x than of h. In other words, if E is expanded as a rational power series, 
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E(C;x,h)= 5 qmt C)x’hm, (45) 
l,m=O 
then E.. is an upper triangular matrix, 
Ej,(C)=O, if j>m. (46) 
The relation between the BF-theory generating function and the Melvin-Morton function is 
obtained by exploiting (25) (see Appendix D for details). We arrive to the following conclusions: 
and 
E.. uppper triangular-b.. upper triangular, (47) 
Gl(C)=2(1 +nP,,tC), (48) 
where E.. and b.. are defined, respectively, in (45) and (1). Notice that (47) and (46) give a new 
proof of (3). 
Since E is related to W, and to JJ in the same limit K--+O, we deduce that a relation exists 
between Wz and JJ. Actually, by (l), (44), (45), and (48), we obtain 
WZ(C;A)=2& [fiJJ(C;h)], h=4rriA. (49) 
In order to recognize the knot invariant given by W2, we can now resort to (5) and obtain 
z21c!d z 
W2(C;A)=2 l+ 2 1 01 dzm’ z=2i sin(2%-A), (50) 
and, in particular, 
z=2i sin(2rA), (51) 
where 0 is the unknot and we have chosen the normalization A(O;z)= 1 (cfr. Sec. II). Thus, the 
normalized knot invariant 
(%(A): = ;$;.i, (52) 
defined in Ref. 1, satisfies 
(C),(A)= $ &y z=2i sin(2rA). (53) , 
In conclusion, we have shown that W2 is related to the first derivative of the inverse of the 
Alexander-Conway polynomial. By (34) and (35), Wd is given by a finite sum of W2s, evaluated 
at different As. Concerning the limit d-+a, we see that (42) and (49), together with the property 
WW(C;O)=JJ(C;O)= 1, imply 
or, because of (5), 
WW(C;A)=JJ(C;h), fi=47~iA, (54) 
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Z 
4riAWW(C;A)= A(c;z), z=2i sin(2aA). (55) 
The above results, together with Corollary 1, prove the following. 
Theorem 2: The set of the unframed knot invariants that can be obtained from the SU(2)-BF 
theory coincides with the set of the coefficients of (the inverse of) the Alexander-Conway poly- 
nomial. 
In Ref. 1, the authors conjectured a relation between the Alexander-Conway polynomials and 
the pure BF theory based on second-order calculations in the perturbative expansion. Theorem 2 
supersedes this conjecture and provides the correct relation. 
VI. THE PERTURBATIVE EXPANSION OF W, 
In this section we want to compare the results we have proved in Sec. V with those obtained 
in Ref. 1 in the framework of “perturbative” BF theory. 
By “perturbative” evaluation of (31), one means an expansion of Wd(C;A) (or of its gener- 
alization Wti,K(C;A), where G is a compact group and R a representation) in powers of A, 
IO 
W,,R~C;U=~~~ w,tG,R;C)An, (56) 
where the knot invariants w,(G,R;C) (actually, they are Vassiliev invariantst7) are computed in 
terms of Feynman integrals. 
The first property of the expansion (56) shown in Ref. 1 is that, owing to a symmetry of the 
corresponding Feynman integrals, odd-order terms vanish, 
wznfl(G,R;C)=O. (57) 
Thus, W is an even function: 
WG,R(C;-A)=WG,R(C;A). (58) 
In the case G =SU(2), by using (50), (34), and (35), we see that (58) is in accordance with the fact 
that the Alexander-Conway polynomial A( C;z)-for a single knot C-is an even function of z. 
A further computation done in Ref. 1, for the case G =SU(N), showed that, up to the second 
order, (56) reads 
W,,,(C;A)=dim R[ 1+(4~rA)~c~(R)c,p(C)-tO(X~)]. (59) 
where 
(9 dim R and c2(R> are, respectively, the dimension and the quadratic Casimir of the repre- 
sentation R; 
(ii) c, = N is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint representation; and 
(iii) p(C) is the knot invariant studied in Refs. 18 and 19 in the framework of the Chem- 
Simons theory. 
In Refs. 18 and 19, p(C) was proved to be related to the second coefficient of the Alexander- 
Conway polynomial; viz., if one writes 
A(C;Z,=~~~ a,(C)z”, ao(C)=l, al(C)=0 i3N 
(where only a finite number of coefficients are nonvanishing), then 
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P(a=2a2(C)+P(O). (61) 
Moreover, a direct computation”? shows that 
p(O)=-& 
Thus, one can write (59) as 
(62) 
WdJC;X)=dim R 1 +(4rrX)22c2(R)c, a2(C)- 24 i-0(x ) . ( ‘) ‘1 (63) 
If we now expand (50) as 
z=4rriX+O(X2), 
we get a complete agreement with (63) in the case where G=SU(2) and the fundamental repre- 
sentation, R2, is chosen; for, in this case, c,=2 and c2(R2)=$ 
We can also compare the second-order expansion of (34) and (35) with (63) in the case where 
G=SU(2) and R, is the irreducible representation of dimension d. This is done by noticing that 
one can compute the sums appearing in (34) and (35) as 
/$, (21- 1)2=f k(4#+ l), [$* 12,; k(kf 1)(2k-t 1). 
Thus, one achieves complete agreement with (63) since 
c2(R2k) = 
(2k- 1)(2k+ 1) 
4 ’ (64) 
~2(R2k+~)=k(k+ 1). (65) 
By using (34) and (35), it is possible to see that-in agreement with the perturbative result of 
Ref. l-the coefficients w, in (56) are given by the product of a function depending only on the . 
representation and a function depending only on the knot, viz., 
wzn(SU(2)& ;C)=&2n(4dC). 
If we normalize g2n(2)=$, then, by (34) and (35), we get an explicit formula for the gs: 
g2,(2k+ l)= - 2k: 1 [i W2”. 
(66) 
(67) 
(6% 
By (64) and (65), we can also express the gs in terms of the quadratic Casimirs: 
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go= i, g2 = 4C2C” I
g4= TS~ES(C~C~>~-CCZC~I~ gg=~12(C2C,)3-6~~~~+~2~~], (69) 
. . . 
In general, the highest power of c2 in gzn is n. 
In Ref. 1, it was conjectured that the only group factor to appear in g,, was (c~c,)“. From this 
conjecture, together with some field-theoretical arguments, it was concluded that, for some t, 
;;‘$‘:; =[AtC;z)-Jf, zylqiijFJ+o(A3). 
> ’ 
By (69), we see that the conjecture is wrong; by (49), we see that so is the conclusion (70). 
It is, however, interesting to show that, if we retain only the terms (c~c,)~ in (69), then the 
corresporiding knot invariant is actually the (- 1)-power of the Alexander-Conway polynomial. 
More precisely, we define the “truncated” coefficients 
d;bf) = [~2Ubk,I”~2n (71) 
as the coefficients obtained by neglecting lower powers of c2(Rd) in (69), and the “truncated” 
knot invariant as 
wy(C;A): =go dg&)(d)u2,(C)A2”. (72) 
Since c,=2 and c2(RJ-d214 as d +m, the truncated coefficients g;:)(d) are the leading terms of 
the true coefficients g2,(d); thus, by (41) and (71), 
m Y2n 
wwtc;A)=n~o 2” u2,(c)~2”. (73) 
By comparing (73) with (72), we eventually get 
W&“‘(C;A)=dWW(C;&f&j&; (74) 
thus, by (55), we see that 
wy+ C-X) 1 
WF)(O;A) = m’ 
z=2i sin(2rrdwA). (75) 
Thus, if the truncated knot invariants are used, (70) holds.’ 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have discussed the unframed knot invariants coming from BF theories. Even 
if most of our results hold only for SU(2), we point out that Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, as well 
as the computation in Appendix C (with a slight abuse of notation), hold in general. 
It would be interesting to generalize some of the other results to different groups and to 
consider links as well. However, the present case, i.e., knot observables in the theory based on 
SU(2), seems to be interesting enough to deserve further investigation. 
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Indeed, as we have noticed at the end of Sec. IV, it turns out that a saddle-point computation 
is enough to completely describe the pure BF theory. We defer to a forthcoming paper the related 
functional-integral computation. 
Notice that this property of pure BF theory sets it at the boundary between TQFTs of Witten’s 
and Schwarz’s type: The former are twisted supersymmetric gauge theories (see, e.g., Ref. 20), 
whose main property-an effect of the twisted supersymmetry-is their independence of both the 
metric and the coupling constant, which makes them topological as well as exact in saddle-point 
approximation. The latter are topological gauge theories, as the Chem-Simons or the BF theo- 
ries, whose dependence on the coupling constant is unavoidable. The pure BF theory formally 
belongs to the latter type, but, as the theories of the former type, is completely determined by its 
weak-coupling limit. 
Moreover, as we have proved in Sec. V, the pure BF theory corresponds to the first diagonal 
in the (h,d) expansion of the colored Jones function. A description of the upper diagonals is still 
missing (see Ref. 21 for a first attempt); so it is natural to look for generalizations of the pure BF 
theory, i.e., for further variations of the Chem-Simons theory, that could correspond to these 
upper diagonals and, possibly, give them a better understanding (see Ref. 13 for a different 
approach). We are investigating along these lines. 
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APPENDIX A: SOME USEFUL IDENTITIES FOR THE CHARACTERS OF SU(2) 
In this section we recall some properties of the group SU(2) that are necessary for this paper. 
In particular, we are interested in an identity relating Trn2 gn to the traces of g in other represen- 
tations, or, in other words, we want to give Tru2 g” an expression in primitive characters, 
co 
Trw+“= kzo hakXkR(g), 
where 
x,(g): =Tr,g, 2s E Z. L42) 
Owing to the Peter-Weil Theorem, this can be done since Tr,,, g” depends only on the conjugacy 
class of g and belongs to L2(SU(2),C). By a conjugacy transformation, one can always write g as 
g = heiaR3ht, 643) 
where R3 is the (Hermitean) generator of the Cartan subalgebra. Noticing that the spectrum of R3 
in the representation of spin 1 is given by { - 21, - 2( I - 1)) . . . ,2( 1 - 1) ,2Z}, one obtains 
Trl,2gn=eina+e-ina, L44) 
and 
Tri g=e 2ila+e2i(l-l)a+. . . +e-2ila= 2 e2imu 
m=-1 
(A5) 
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where the last sum is meant to be over integers or half-integers according to the fact that 1 is 
integer or half-integer. By (A4) and (A5), it immediately follows that, for n32, 
Trln g”= Tr,/zg -R/2- ~g, n E z. 646) 
By induction one can also prove that 
I 
s+ 112 
c ‘%2g2’- ’ if s is half-integer, I=1 
Tr, g= 
1+ 5 TriD g2’ if s is integer. 
l-1 
Moreover, by (A7) and by the fact that 
Tru2 exp( ia+R) = 2 cos a, 
with a E W3 and R:= (R ‘, R2, R3) the Pauli matrices, one also obtains 
sin( da) 
Tr, exp( ia.R) = ~ sin(u) ’ 
647) 
(‘48) 
where d = 2s + 1 is the dimension of the representation of spin s. 
Since, for a given g, Tr,,,g is a map defined on the positive integers, its analytic continuation 
over the whole complex plane is uniquely defined and is actually given by (A8). 
APPENDIX 8: PROPERTIES OF THE GENERATING FUNCTION FOR COLORED JONES 
FUNCTIONS 
In this section we explore the properties of the generating function for colored Jones functions 
defined in (6). By (l), we can write 
f(C;~,h)=~~~ ;d 5 j m=O b,m(C)(d- 1 Yhm=xj iEo Bj(x)bjm(C)hmt . . 031) 
where 
/3j(x)=jo ; dj= .z 
(ddjla;logx 2 $=( $j 
exp( em). 032) 
a=lOgX 
By repeatedly applying Leibniz’s rule, we obtain 
Bj(x)=e”Pj(x)=e”[xi+O(xi-‘)I, 
where Pj(x) is a polynomial of degree j starting with ~j, viz., 
Pj(X) = ;i: X’Clj , 
I=0 
Cjj= 1. 
(B3) 
@4) 
Notice that (B4) implies that c.. is an upper triangular matrix: 
C,(C)=O, if l>j. WI 
The coefficients clj can easily be computed if we consider the following generating function, 
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m $ 
Qw): =,go yj- q4, 
which, by (B2), can be written as 
B(p,x)=exp e(a+PJln=logX=eX exp[x(eP- l)]. 
Thus, by (B3), we obtain 
Oc pj 
p(P~x):=J~o j? Pj(X)‘ngo s (eP- I)“, 
while, by (B4), we have 
P(w)= 5 ,“: 
n,j=O 
XnC,j 7. 
3699 
w-3 
037) 
W-9 
039) 
By comparing the two different expansions of P in powers of p given by (B8) and (B9), we obtain 
eventually 
cn,-(-l)n n n 
n! co I=0 
l (- I)'P, @lo) 
where, by convention, O”= 1. 
We want now to compute the coefficients g. defined in (8). By (7), (Bl), and (B3), we can 
write 
so by (81, 
6312) 
Since the matrices 6-.. and b.. are related by the matrix c.. that, by (B5), is upper triangular, we 
conclude that (9) holds. Moreover, if one knows that either K. or b.. is upper triangular-and by 
(3) we know that this is true for the latter-then one has 
&wnW)=bm,K). 
This implies that, in the limit considered in (ll), we can write 
0313) 
SO by (4), (11) holds. In order to prove (12), we only have to notice that the operator (xd/&)“, 
when applied to xi simply produces a factor j”; so 
m”b,,(C)hm+O 
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By comparison with the effect of the operator (fidld?i)” on (4), we obtain (12). 
APPENDIX C: FROM E TO W, AS /c+O 
In this section we want to clarify the limit in (44). By (43), (22), and (14), we have 
where h =4ti~. 
In Refs. 3 and 14, it is shown that, in an observable, the field B represents a source for 
F+ K~BAB, while the field A is a source only for dAB. Since a variation in the framing (i.e., the 
companion knot along which we integrate the field A) is still given by inserting a curvature term, 
we can repeat the steps of the proof of Theorem 1 and show that,. if the standard framing is chosen, 
To can be replaced by I+ 0(/3), where I is the group identity. As a consequence, (Cl) now reads 
By using Newton’s binomial formula, one can easily prove that (C2) can also be written as 
or, setting X = x K, 
tw 
(C3) 
Now, sending K+O, with X fixed, gives (44). 
APPENDIX D: FROM E TO JJ AS h-+0 
In this section we consider the relation between the BF-theory generating function E and the 
Melvin-Morton function as the expansion parameter h is sent to zero. 
The starting point is relation (25), which, by (7), can be rewritten in terms of5 Actually, the 
second term on the rhs of (25) is easily seen to be 
6’J(C;x,h)=eX(x+ l)~(C;x,h)+e”xdf~C;x,h), (Dl) 
while the computation of the last term requires more work. First of all, it is useful to introduce the 
following notation: 
I,Cgl(x) = l:dE &“~(5), CD21 
where g is a generic analytic function and g (n) its nth derivative. By integrating by parts, one can 
prove the recursion rule 
which implies that 
tD3) 
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I,[slC~~=~xniio (- lYdn)b~-n~o (- l)“d”)(O). 
Now we set 
(where C and h are supposed to be fixed), and note that, accordingly, 
(D4) 
(D5) 
Then we use (D4) to compute the last term in (25) as 
l)fl(C;x,h)-xd&C;x,h)+R(C;x,h)]+c(C;h), (D7) 
where 
R(C;L,II)=~~~ (- l)“[nd:-‘~(C;x,h)+xd~~(C;x,h)] m 
and 
72 
c(C;h)=nzo (- l)“(n+ l)E$(C;O,h). (D9) 
Therefore, by (43), (25), (Dl), and (D7), we obtain 
~(C;.r,h)=2[~(C;x,h)+xdf~CC;x,h)]+R(C;x,h)+e-*[l-c(C;h)]. tDl0) 
We defer to the end of this section the proof that c(C;h) = 1, cf. (D23); as a consequence of this 
fact, (DlO) actually reads 
E(C;x,h)=2[f+Z;x,h)+xd&C;x,h)]+R(C;x,h). tDll> 
Now we want to reexpress (Dll) as a relation between the coefficients of the power series 
expansions of i? and f? Indeed, by (8), the terms in square brackets in (Dl 1) can be written as 
ji, t 1 + ~)hntC)x’hm, 
while 
R(C;x,h)= i 5 (-1)” y 
n=2 l.m=O h+,- l,,ntC)x’hm. 
Therefore, by (45), we get eventually 
0312) 
(D13) 
with 
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(n-i-l)! 
nlj=2(l-z)~lj+n$2 C-1)” 7 sl+n- 1.j (D14) 
(S.. being the Kronecker delta). Since 7.. is an upper triangular matrix, by (D13) we have that 
E.. upper triangular-g. upper triangular. (DW 
Finally, by (9), we conclude that (47) holds. Moreover, (D14) and (B13) imply (48). 
We conclude this section by showing that the function c( C;h), defined in (D9), is a constant 
equal to one. 
We start by considering the expansion of c in powers of h. By (8), we obtain 
where, by (B12), 
m 
Djznzo (- l)“(n+ l)!c,j. b 0317) 
Notice that, by (BS), (D17) is actually a finite sum. By (BlO), we can also write 
Dj=~ i (n+l) ; (-l)‘Z’. 
n=O I=0 0 
Let us consider now the generating function 
(DW 
(D19) 
By (D18), it follows that 
D(P)=~~~ (n+ l)l$o [;I(- l)‘ePi=nio (n+ l)(l -&‘)n=e-zp. @2(-V 
By comparing the expansion of D in powers of p in (D19) with the expansion of e-2p, we 
conclude that 
Dj=(-2)‘. W’l) 
Thus, (D 16) reads 
where the last identity follows from (1). However, by (2), we have 
J-1(C;h)=-J,(C;h)=-1. 
(D22) 
Therefore. we conclude that 
c(C;h)= 1. @W 
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